ATP Launches Learning Academy With First Course Offering: *Introduction to Assessment Literacy*
Assessment Literacy, offered by the ATP Learning Academy, is now available to learners.

The Learning Academy is a new initiative by ATP designed to share knowledge of testing and assessment principles within the testing community and beyond. Over time, the Learning Academy will host a variety of course modules that individuals new to the industry or those seeking to enhance knowledge of a particular topic can complete to advance their knowledge.

[Read More Here]

---

**Registration is Open and the Program is Online for ATP's Fourth Global Security Summit**

*Generative AI Impact on Exams: Imminent Threat or New Opportunity?*

Join the Association of Test Publishers for the 2023 ATP Security Summit taking place virtually, August 22 and 23 from 10:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. EST. This year's theme is the Impact of Generative AI on assessment, with a focus on the threats and opportunities this technology brings. ATP will bring together leading AI and test security experts in this virtual Security Summit to consider the test security issues posed by generative AI like ChatGPT. [Registration is Open!]

[Read more here]

---

The ATP Committee on Technology Based Assessment (TBA) Launches Blog on ATP Website and Plans First Virtual Roundtable July 26th
"The overarching goal of Committee on Technology-Based Assessment (TBA Committee) is to promote the effective and responsible use of technology in all facets of the assessment lifecycle, including test design, development, delivery, data management, scoring, reporting and use. And the concerns of the TBA Committee are common to a wide range of applications, including Education, Certification and Licensure, Industrial-Organizational, and Clinical," remarked TBA Committee Chair John Weiner, Chief Science Officer of Lifelong Learner Holdings, in announcing the launch of a new TBA Blog on the ATP website as well as a Virtual Roundtable event. "Both these activities will serve as a catalyst for discussion focusing on the implementation and usage of the Guidelines for Technology-Based Assessment."

[Read More Here]

E-ATP's 2023 Conference Program is Online and Registration is open for 20-22 September 2023 in Vienna
This year's E-ATP Conference Steering Committee has been hard at work planning for another successful, in-person, conference in Vienna this fall. Scheduled to take place at the Vienna Marriott in Vienna, 20-22 September, *E-ATP: The European Home of Assessment*, will present a programme that is as diverse as its intended audience.

ATP MEMBERS...Did you know that if you log into the ATP website and then click on **Member Benefits and Discounts** under your name tag you can find discount codes for all Conferences, Summits and Webinars? These codes are updated for every event every year.
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